
Categories of Text-Based Questions

Comprehension Questions: Read to Get the Gist

Questions for a first comprehension reading

● Open-ended questions that support readers to get the gist of the text by tracking and

sorting important characters, events, ideas, arguments, and claims across the text.

● For particularly difficult texts, a comprehension question might ask readers to identify

moments that are difficult or confusing.

Questions for a second comprehension reading

● Open-ended questions that ask students to do such things as:

 Identify and explain moments they consider significant to the text (e.g.,

sequence of events, argument, character motivation, themes, etc.)

 Summarize sections of the text to determine what each section says, how it

connects to sections before it, and how it contributes to the whole text.

 Sequence events that happen out of order to determine what happens first,

second, third, etc.

 Unpack abstract or difficult vocabulary or concepts to understand what they

mean or how they fit together.

Interpretive Questions

● Open-ended questions and tasks that take readers deeply into discussions of and

writings about the ideas in and across texts. Questions, especially those for literary texts,

can sustain multiple, varied responses using textual evidence.

● Interpretive questions require readers to marshal evidence across one or more texts to

develop oral and written explanations, interpretations, and arguments.

Analysis of Craft Questions

● Open-ended questions and tasks that take readers deeply into discussions of and

writings about an author’s methods or craft in and across texts. These questions often

(but not always) can sustain multiple, varied responses using textual evidence.

● After answering analytic questions, students are often asked to write like the author—to

imitate the author’s style, sentences, grammatical structures, etc.

Reflection/StepBack Questions
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● Questions that are posed to students after key tasks (e.g., comprehension,

interpretation, analysis) and ask them to reflect on what and how they learned. These

questions ask students to think metacogntively and aid with transfer of content, skills, or

habits from one text or task to the next.

Retrospective

● Questions that ask students to revisit the big ideas or overarching questions of the unit

to add to or revise their thinking given what they just read, written, or discussed.
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Tips and Considerations for Developing Interpretive and Analysis of

Craft Questions

The most challenging questions to develop are interpretive and analysis of craft questions.

Below are some tips for designing these questions.

Tips for Developing Interpretive Questions

● Look for moments in the text where there is genuine ambiguity—places where the text

is genuinely open to multiple and varied interpretations. These places are typically more

prevalent for literary or literary nonfiction than they are for informational texts.

● Once you’ve identified aspects of the text that are open to multiple and varied

interpretations, try crafting a question about one or more of those places. You’ll want to

make sure your question:

 Has multiple and varied responses. In other words, different readers might have

totally different responses that can be supported with evidence from the text.

 Is thought provoking, interesting, and genuine.

 Requires evidence from the text. Remember, you’re not asking students to

speculate or use their own experiences to answer the question; you’re asking

them to use the text.

● When you’ve crafted a question, ask a few people who have read the text to answer the

question: Do their answers vary? Are their answers text-based? Are they engaged and

interested in the question? If the answer is yes, then you’ve got a good question.

Tips for Developing Analysis of Craft Questions

● Reread the text and review your assessment of it.

 Do you notice anything unique, interesting, complex, or unconventional about

the author’s writing style, use of language, grammar, word choice, structure?

 What does this author do that would help students in their own writing? Is there

something this published author does that students might try in their own

writing?

 What does the author do that’s valued by the standards?

Although the question you develop for this reading will be open-ended, it might not

generate varied responses, especially if there’s something very specific you want

students to understand and then apply based on their analysis.
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